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where we (ie the Black & Red collective AND the audience) are in control*We try 
to do everything ourselves and we make no personal profit• Most of our gigs
are benifits(eg for such things as hunt sabateurs and striking miners) although I
at the moment the group is in debt and we need to pay off this first* Venues 
have always been a problem( this is "Beatle City" so if it isn't Merseybeat 
bland pop or wanky "noo-wave" then no-one wants to know) and our main ones 
are no longer available. More recently we have had to contend with brick
throwing, iron-bar weilding kids, theiving scallies and money grabbing club 
owners* Our present venue is a club, Bradys which is unsatisfactory for 
many reasons but is our only option* However, we should be having gigs on 
at the Unemployed Centre on Hardman Street soon* We meet every Sunday at Jpnj 
in Peppers pub on Commutation Row, so if you have any suggestions (we are
always interested to hear of cheap venues, PA's, good bands etc***) or want «
to get involved then why no.t come along* Look out for posters in town to see 
whgt's coming up* Future gigs should include the Membranes* Chaos UK, The 
Alternative, Sacriledge, Antisect and Zoskia* We can be contacted via Box Black 
8t Red, at the Lark Lane address.

*

Black and Red is a group of mostly unemployed people who are trying
create some sort of alternative to the established "rock & roll"scene . I •
Liverpool* We want to provide cheap gigs for everyone in a friendly atmosphere

This is the first issue of a new magazine being put together 
by a group of anarchists living in Liverpool; it’s not 
exactly a masterpiece but it’s not bad for a first attempt. 
We hope you find it interesting and we are keen to 
receive any comments, flak, criticism etc. If you think 
it could be improved then write and tell us how; better 
still get involved and write something for it yourself. 
All contributions will be gratefully received.

Anarchist activity has been pretty quiet on Merseyside 
for quite a while know; the original anarchist group fell . 
apart and interest in the DAM group dwindled. However, 
since the formation of the new group many more people 
are getting involved, plus the Black & Red is back in 
action and animal rights and anti-apartheid activity has 
been increasing. We hope that this rag can help to generate 
more interest so if you want to get involved, 
or just meet other anarchists then 
Together we will be stronger.

As the mag has been put together by a group of people 
it must be stressed that views expressed by any particular 
writer are not necessarily the views of the whole
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LEGACY OF LIES

Anarchism has suffered in the past through little bad 
publicity or no publicity at all. Indeed, seemingly the 
only publicity anarchism has gained is that brief inter
lude in the 1890’s, when a few misguided, and mainly 
isolated individuals took to the practice of assassinating 
symbolic figures to draw attention to injustice. Only a 
few individual anarchists were responsible for this, and 
to think of an anarchist as a person with a bomb is like 
considering every Roman Catholic a dynamiter because 
of Guy Fawkes.
It is often assumed that anarchists simply want chaos, 
nihilism and disorder by destroying ‘the State’.

Anarchists want to get rid 
of hierarchial structures, 
but are almost always 
stereotyped as wanting no 
structure at all. This is not 
so: anarchists are not opp
osed to structure, or even 
to leadership, provided that 
it contains no reward or 
privilege, and that it is 
temporary and specific to 
a particular task. Anarchists 
want people to take control 
of their own lives, and make 
their own decisions.

NON VIOLENT DIRECT ACTION
In Czechoslovakia, 1968, the Soviet takeover was resist
ed by underground newspapers, pirate radio broad
casting. obstruction of armies and equipment on rail
ways, blowing up bridges, removal of road signs, 
sitting in front of tanks, widespread graffiti, talking to 
soldiers in an attempt to make them fully understand 
their role in repression - thus bewildering and demoral
ising the invading troops with massive non-violent resist
ance.

Many Russian soldiers and whole units had to be 
shipped out after only a few days in Czechoslovakia for 
refusing to carry out orders properly. The whole resist
ance was not without humour: road signs were repaint
ed ‘Russia’ and pointed back in that direction. One unit 
of Russian troops marched into a town, and their comm
ander was surprised by the resistance he met, and took 
up an offer of meeting the local people in the Town 
Hall. He was convinced of their case and marched his
troops out again. This is just one example of the power 
of spontaneous non-violent resistance, the strength of 
which would be far greater still if people were familiar 
with and committed to its practice.

“The Communists* emphasis is always on centralism 
and efficiency, the Anarchists* on liberty and equality**. 
- George Orwell.

*r.“I have disregarded the order served upon me, not for
want of respect for lawful authority, but in obedience 
to the higher law of our being, the law of conscience** 
- Ghandi.

FEMINISM PRACTISES WHAT ANARCHISM 
PREACHES
The feminist movement has been criticized for not being 
cohesive and for not having a programme. Exactly. That’s 
the point. The diversity in which feminists implement 
and practise change is its strength. Feminism has no 
leaders in the lieutenant sense for the same reason. 
There is nothing to lead. Women plan no revolution, 
they are doing what they can where they can. They are 
not unified because women do not see themselves as 
one class struggling against another. They do not 
envision a women’s liberation army mobilised against 
male tyranny.
Anarcho-feminists work to build alternative forms of
organisation, such as building self-help clinics instead 
of fighting to get one radical on a hospital’s board of 
directors; starting women’s video groups and news
papers, instead of commercial television and news
papers; living in collectives, instead of in isolated nuclear
families; rape crisis centres; food co-ops; parent- % z
controlled daycare centres; free schools; printing co-ops;' 
alternative radio groups, and so on.
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PRACT1CAL ANARCHY
We feel that we must confront domination whether it be 
the masculine over the feminine, the violent over the 

|gentle, the artificial over the organic, or the centralised 
5<over the local. We can successfully challenge the inutu- 

regally reinforcing values of patriarchy, militarism, 
economic growth and centralism. •
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The Marconi Avionics Head-Up t
Display Weapon Aiming
Computer(HUDWAC)
The HUDWAC provides a highly cost effec
tive solution to the problem of successful low
level operations It presents flight parameters
and continuously calculated weapon aiming ! . As you can see, the advanced 
solutions on a transparent screen
immediately in front of the pilot The symbols
on this screen are focused at infinity and ena
ble the pilot to co. icentrate his attention on
the tactical situation while continually being * 
made aware of vital flight and mission para
meters by his display.
The exceptional versatility of the HUDWAC is
graphically illustrated below. The modes of
operation and weapon aiming capability of
the system allow for a complete range of
armament configurations Any armament
currently available can be catered for, whilst 
new weapons can be accommodated easily.

*

• •

dded Weapons - we are the UK design 
hority for radar guidance of all types of

• lies and in the field of coherent radar 
:ance we lead the Western World For over

• ears we have developed and manufactured: 
: i guidance systems for major UK weapons 
uding Sea Slug I and II, Sea Dart, Sky Flash, 
Skua, Sea Eagle, the radar command line of 
it guidance for Sea Wolf and the Blindfire 
ar control for Rapier.

L unng these eight major guided weapons 
grammes we have established the 

. ertise and facilities required for the 
' elopment and production of the Air 
nched Anti-Radar Missile (ALARM). The
• rd of this new development programme 
tires a continuing capability to develop and 
duce high technology seekers.
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. fctectronic Warfare - a complex of 
sophisticated support and counter measures in 
which every element is continuously modified 
to meet new and changing conditions.

engineering and scientific work involved in 
our projects is fascinating - and our young 
professionals are expected to contribute 
nght from the very start. Assigned to a 
specific project, you’ll be encouraged tp 
voice your own ideas and work to thefevel 
of your capability.___  __ ________
Wherever you work, you’ll experience straight 
away the enthusiasm that comes from joining a 
company whose specialists together form one 
of the greatest groups of innovative electronics 
talent in the world.

And, of course, you'll feel the security and 
support of being a member of a highly 

(successful company within the major GEC
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significant and sinister.At Orgreave the pigs were 
protecting and fighting for the country’s economy and 
the ruling classes;at Stonehenge they were protecting 
nothing but their own fear and hatred.At Orgreave,there 
was a threat to the country’s industry;at Stonehenge 
there was no threat at all.The Stonehenge action was 
against nothing but nonconformity;it was to reinforoe 
their ’you will obey* attitude.lt was an act of outright 
fasoism.

May 1984-Police with marksmen and a helicopter strike 
near Stopehenge and force the Convoy to move.Vehicles 
which don’t or can’t move are bulldozed away.

Aug 1904.Riot police attack the Convoy at Nostell 
Priory in Yorkshire.Many people are assaulted,vehicles 
trashed plus many arrests.
Sept 1984 .Police seal off the Hay-on-Wye area and 

attack the festival at Hay Bluff.Over 200 arrests. 
Winter 1904-85‘Hay Bluff(a popular wintering site) 

is raided several times by polioe.
February 1985.The Rainbow Village at USAF Molesworth 

is surrounded by polioe and 2000 troops and forced to 
move.They have nowhere to go but a layby on the A1.lt 
is midwinter and many are left homeless.

. June 1985, Stonehenge. The big one.Many in juries, over 
500 arrest8 and over 100 vehicles smashed and im- 
-pounded.(They are later returned,grossly damaged). 
Less than 10 people escape.

Aug 1985.A section of the Convoy is attaoked near the 
WQMAD festival in Essex.More police violence,more 
arrests.
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But what about the Gypsies proper,as opposed to these 
’alternative travellers’Tin their case the job is almost 
complete.The Gypsy’s culture has been so diluted by our 
own death culture that has now virtually disappeared. 
During the last war most of the Gypsys were drafted 
into straight society to work for the war effort.Those 
that remain are just a shadow of their former culture 
and lifestyle.But still they are persecuted.Under the
1968 Caravan Sites Act it is an offence to be a gypsy 
unless you are living on a designated,authorized gypsy 
site|and every local authority must provide these.They 
are normally sited in such picturesque places as dual 
carriageway lay-bys,abandoned airfields or worse.The 
gypsy village in Liverpool is situated just off the 
Dock Road on a piece of decrepid land surrounded by 
derelict dockyards and warehouses.This is hardly the 
romantio travelling lifestyle that we Imagine.

And what about the future?For the Gypsies it is prob
ably alright as long as they toe the line and continue 
to accept life as nomadic slum dwellers.For the Convoy 
it is not so good 1 there are no authorised sites for them, 
luckily there are still a few areas of oommon land-But 
no doubt the police and authorities will oontinue to try 
and harass them out of existence.

And Stc^henge? At the time of writing(N9V 7th)the 
National Trust have said they will allow a limited 
number of people(perhaps on a ticket system)to visit the 
stones on the solstice morning,provided there is no 
accompanying festival.We say the festival in full will go 
ahead.But the Stonehenge 86 Campaign needs your help,for 
details of what you can do write stonehe
99 Torriano

• • • •

This is the life of the Convoy.They choose to live 
the countryside away from straight society and this 
what they get.Wherever they go,they are followed by 
police,stopped,searched,abused .Wherever they stop they 
are harrassed,8pyed on from helloopters and moved on. 
They are harmless people but the police and the auth- 
-oritles are filled with gross paranoia.Sadly too,they 
are prepared to go to obscene lengths to appease this 
paranoia.The Stonehenge operation cost eight million 
pounds;just to prevent people from living and celebrat
ing in their own way.

I • •

Stonehenge 85 was the worst police violence for a 
wry long time,comparable only with Orgreave during 

t the Miners’ Strike.However,8tonehenge was far more

Saturday June 1st 1985»7pm.Seven hundred riot police 
storm a bean field near Stonehenge where a large group 
of travelling people had gathered.The resultant violenoe 
and destruction was seen by millions on national IV. 
People were brutally assaulted and their vehicles(their 
homes)smashed tip*The Convoy is a whole community in 
itself and this attack was an attempt by the police to 
erradlcate a complete community.The attempt failed;the 
Convoy are still on the road.
However such blatant victimization is nothing new;some 

of the Convoy people have had their homes trashed three 
or four times in the past eighteen months
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The desire to prevent ageing of monuments with razor wire reveal* imbecilie ignorance of the grocwee cf archaeological inveztigalion. Picture by Frank Martin
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THE EVENTS at Stonehenge 
have highlighted one or two 
interesting points about our 
Government s, and our soci
ety’s, attitude towards our 
culture and our heritage; in 
particular the increasing ten
dency to sterilise the past 
and sever our contact with 
it Such an attitude is en
shrined in the government’s 
new policy for ancient 
monuments, as enacted by 
the Historic Buildings and 
Monuments Commission via 
the agency of the police.

If there is one thing 
unique about the British it 
is our great cultural diver
sity and its physical manifes
tations in our ancient 
monuments. The Government, 
however, in its fanatical 
drive to rid the country of 
its undesirable elements, and 
its desire to halt the ageing 
of our monuments, is in 
grave danger of interrupting 
that process, as has been 
demonstrated at Stonehenge.

The lifestyle pursued by 
members of the Peace Con
voy — along with all the 
layabouts, spoilt academics, - 
alcoholics, cannabis smokers, 
welfare scroungers, immi
grants, refugees and other 
social Inadequates — Is the 
raw material of that marvell
ous British eccentricity ap
plauded around the globe. It 

manifests itself in our arts 
and in constant technological 
innovations.

Those peoples hounded by 
government agents and in
spectors, be. they DHSS or 
police, for not' coming up to 
scratch, for not fulfilling our 
expectations, are the succes
sors to a migration that has 
been going on ever since, the 
last ice sheets retreated.

Those doing well by 
monetarism constantly wail* 
about the evils of socialist 
levelling and how it will sap 
the nation’s vitality and 
spirit, its essential British
ness, yet they fail to realise 
that their almost fascist in
sistence on cultural normal
ity threatens us with that 
same mundanely uniform 
future. The “Hippies” and 
anarchists at Stonehenge are 
the only hope this country 
has got

A similar attitude, a simi
lar desire for sterile normal
ity. prevails towards our her
itage in its liturgical and 
structural forms. Both of 
these bear witness to the 
passing of time and the 
changes incurred by our soci

eties in that time. We are 
the products of our past and, 
accordingly, express a desire 
to understand the processes 
of social development to help 
in the understanding of our
selves. Yet at the same time 
we seek to halt that process 
in its tracks.

That some damage, • or 
rather wear end tear, will 
occur to Stonehenge and its 
immediate environs during a 
month long festival is indis
putable, but the Ministry of 
Defence has done damage to 
mohutqents of similar con
struction and probably more 
importance, all over Salis
bury Plain. ~ ,................

The MOD are by no ■ 
means the only culprits. The 
wholesale destruction - of 
roman villas, neolithic and 
bronze age earthworks, medi
eval villages, and other less 
photogenic and leu crowd
pulling archaeological
remains about the country 
by motorways, supermarkets, 
metal detectors and agricul
ture, to mention just a few. 
is dismissed as necessary for 
-the future security of our 
culture. These latter incur

sions into the physical 
remains of our past leave no 
scars on our monuments, but 
destroy them utterly.

The damage, if any. done 
to Stonehenge is piffling in 
comparison, but because it is 
done by * hippies " —- an out 
date term anyway— and 
other easily Identifiable non
profit making groups, it is 
singled out for analysis and 
hysterical reaction. It’s on a 
par with outlawing children 
picking wild flowers when 
everyone knows the reel 
threat to our flora comes 
from farmers and industri
alists producing things that 
nobody needs or wants.

The desire to prevent the 
ageing of our monuments 
with mor wire, concrete and 
gravel, reveals an lnbedlic 

.ignorance of the meaning of' 
our monuments and the pro
cesses of archaeological in-, 
vestintion The leaders and 
privileged members of • 
“our" sodety would have 
been outraged at the desecra
tion of Roman remains by 
the Vandals, Goths and Sax
ons ; indeed by the later 
brotue age reorganisation of

• • • •
Stonehenge itself. Yet these 
changes are the notches on 
the staff of tune and the 
very stuff of archaeology. •

In fact the Historic Build
ings Commission knew well 
in advance that there would 
be a confrontation at Stone
henge, ’ and deliberately 
planned it that way with the 
full intention of using the 
well rehearsed, now almost 
paramilitary, police force. 
Consultation and civilised 
discussion could have been 
employed instead of brute 
force and Ignorance, but un
wittingly the Commission has 

■ become yet another potitcal 
wing of the government, in
volved in a policy that has 
nothing to do with 
archaeology.

The “hippies,* anarchists 
and pagans at Stonehenge 
have absolntdy -nothing to 
do with the destruction of 
our heritage. They revere 
“the Stones* in a way that 
millions of tyfirists, farmers 
and police ‘could never do. 
They are using Stonehenge 
for its original purpose and 
so actively partaking in a 
continuum that the reft of 
us can only start vicariously 
at through pages and frames 
of historical romances.

Michael Heaton * iz on 
archaeologist working ' in 
Donat ,

Michael Heaton



Unemployment has risen steadily and very 
steeply since 1973 w hen it was 500000, 
until this year when it is well over four 
million. The vacancies for the respective 
dates are 350000 and 170000..
12 years ago there was 2 jobs for every 3 
people on the dole, today there is 1 job 
for every 23 people unemployed.
These 4 million people have been without 
any means of getting out of the poverty • 
trap for very long periods of time. In 
many cities it is common to come across 
hundreds of people who have been out of 
work for 3,4 4 5 years.

PARTIAL UNEMPLOYMENT BREAKDOWN

extend the Youth Training Scheme.
By extending the Y.T.S.,the government and 
tneir arse lickers hope they will be able to 
fool people into believing that at least so
mething is being done to provide young people 
.with the means to find a job.
Beginning April 1986 the government wants to 
increase the number of young people on Y.T.S. 
to 500000.
To do this they will try to force 200000 16 4 
17 year old school leavers on to this "scheme 
The 16 year olds have to do two years,the 17 
year olds one year.For this they will recieve 
in the first year £27.30/week,in the second, 
for those who have to do it the going rate is 
to be £35.00/week.

London area 393050,West Midlands 213050, 
Lancashire 390061, Yorkshire 240751,Tyne 
and Wear 100455, Wales 195482,Scotland 
345635.
These figures do not in any way explain 
the real problems brought about by unem
ployment and how people survive individu
ally and collectively.

•• • • .

THE WELFARE NIGHTMARE

The nightmare of the so-called Welfare 
State with its poverty sustaining "hand 
outs"reluctantly given after intense int
errogation and unnecessary long delays is 
probably one of the biggest obstacles wh
ich being unemployed brings.
The government and the management of the 
D.H.S.S.,are determined to make it as di
fficult as possible for ordinary people 
to have access to the benefits to which 
we are all entitled to have just to sur
vive in this society.
The ruling class are hell bent on crush
ing people who they regard as inferior in 
this society of inequality and blatant ex
ploitation .The general policy appears to 
be to insure that people go hungry J and * 
homeless in the midst of plenty.
One of the main beneficaries from the cof
fers of the D.H.S.S.,are those ever greedy 
landlords ^nd land ladies. If ever th6re " 
was one section in thiis society needs to 
be turned upside down it is them

UNEMPLOYMENT HOMELESSNESS IMPRISONMENT

Unemployment is the road to homelessness 
and then on down to prison.
The prisons as far as the government is 
concerned will solve two problems,unempl
oyment and homelessness.
What has been created by the ruling class 
is an ever growing mass of poverty enduring 
people who have been deliberately excluded 
from the post-industrial society which has-' 
emerged in this country. ’

CONSCRIPTING SCHOOL LEAV:

The governments plan in calloboration with 
the Manpower Services Commission,employers 
and the class traitors in. the T.lL.C .^is t£

PROFITEERING EXPLOITERS

The employers during this period will recieve 
£160 every 4 weeks and an additional "on the 
job 1 training allowance of £110 every month for 
20 weeks of each year will be available for th
ese grabbers.

-So not only are these young people being forced 
to accept exploitation under very restrictive 
conditions for low wages,but their exploiters 
are being paid bonuses to carry on this govern
ment approved enslavement.

ALTERNATIVE? YES! REVOLT NOW

Over the past few years we have all witnessed 
the decline in the living conditions of the 
masses of the people while at the same time the 
upper class has been raking in the profits day 
and night.
The Ruling Class,the government and the D.H.S.S. 
have left us with no alternative but to revolt 
against their policies,because we will not alloU 
them to push us to our knees.
We must begin our preparations to face up to all 
those who want to keep us in abject poverty. 
That means we must organise to take action by 
any means available.

GRASS ROOTS DIRECT ACTION

....Taking”action”by”those of us at grass roots will 
mean not only avoiding but rejecting those sly 
and opportunist politicos whose "community empl
oyment "depends on supporting the bankrupt P°|^- 
ies of the Labour Party and their left (so-called), 
appendages. These professional wankers spend most 
of their time in wine bars and at socials getting 
high on the struggles of revolutionaries in other 
countries like South Africa,Nicaragua and El Salv 
ador’but they will never dirty their hands or wet 
their feet in the crucible of rebellion. 
For the professional counter-revolutionary the 
spectle is everything and personal gain is all • 
they are really interested in.
When the money runs out the political committment 
of ’’community politicos "will come to an end.
The unemployed,homeless,prisoners and all other 
dispossed people have their own collective energy 
which they could utilise in the quest for a<trul- 
ly libertarian socialist society,and that is what 
we will do.
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We are constantly reminded by TV and the media about 
one of society’s problems-the problem of unemployment, 
currently around the four million level.However, 
unemployment 1b not the problem;the problem is twenty 
five million(at the very least)stuck in boring,wasteful 
mind-numbing jobs;and thats twenty five million people 
leading servile unhappy lives.And unfortunately we are 
conditioned to accept work as the norm,so much that 
when many people become unemployed or even just retire 
from work they don’t know how to occupy themeelves,they 
become bored and depressed.Many people just cannot 
handle life without work and just become redundant 
machines.

Work,of course is necessary but jobs and unemployment 
are not,If we look at a primitive hunter-gatherer 
society such as the Kalahari Bushmen,we .learn that each 
person needs to do around three to four hours work per 
day;and by work I mean activeties to keep themselves and 
their society functioning at the present level.Perhaps 
it is unfair to compare such people to us,for our (so 
called) needs are far greater than theirs;but our teoh- 
-nology is far greater than theirs and we can use our 
energies far more efficiently and economically.Also we 
do not have to cope with a very inhospitable environ- 

. -ment.Therefore there is no way that everyone in our
society needs to work eight hours a day for fifty years; 
but this is what society dictates.
In Italy,Fiat have a factory where their cars are made 

almost entirely by robots.Therefore,now that we have 
such technology there is no longer any need for people 
to spend a life of drudgery assembling cars.If Fiat can 
build cars using robot workers,then there is no longer 
the need to use human workers(certainly no need for 
large factory floor workforcesJ.T’his demonstrates the 
deception.If all our knowledge and technology was 
shared,if we were less wasteful with our resources and 
made more effort to reuse our waste,if we realised our 
actual needs rather than those dictated by TV;then much 
of our present work becomes redundant and unnecessary. 
And then much more of our energy and the energies of
our co lllll unities can be rechanneled.

Since the beginning of our industrialised 8ociety,the 
majority of our workforce have not been working for 
themselves,their families or communities;they have been 
working for the rich,the multi-nationals and the govern- 
-ment.For it is they who have always benefitted from our 
labour.Tho idea of unemployment as a problem is some- 
-thing they have created to their own advantage through 
economics and politics.Most working people are therefore 
trapped-they must work on their bosses’ terms or face

unemployment.As long as the media continues to bombard 
us with the message that unemployment-problem,and as long 
as we continue to accept this;then the majority of 
working people will continue to be blackmailed into 
toiling for the rich.
The Right to Work Campaign and other such campaigns for 

more employment are conning us as much as the rich and 
the state are.They are full of crap;the Right to Work is 
the right to be exploited,to be abused,to be dictated to; 
it is the right to be a slave,a tool and a prostitute to 
society’s rulers.Such campaigns can never succeed because 
unemployment is the natural product of an advanced . 
technological society.There can never be full employment 
again and if we believe that we are only deluding our- 
-selves.And besides,unemployment is a convenient tool 
of the ruling classes to help keep them in power.And they 
will never let go of that.

The majority of working people(certainly the majority 
of working men)work until they are around sixty or sixty 
five before they stop.In other words they work until it 
is too late to stop working.By the time they retire 
their health may be failing,they are becoming weaker 
and cannot enjoy the full scope of their newly found 
leisure.They have wasted their lives;at work.And if you 
disagree ask any working person to name ten things they ' 
enjoy doing; it is very unlikely that any of the things 
they name will be going to work.
When you leave school or college,if you are lucky(and 
’lucky’ is their word not mine)the Job Centre or other 
employment service can supply you with a job-a role in 
society that you are required to fill until you retire.

• They say that they can offer assistance,a service,a, 
choice .Where to toil for the next fifty years?That is
OUR freedom of choice.
I am not against work as such,I am against jobs;jobs 

and employment.Mindless,brain-numbing,unwanted,unnec- 
—essary employment.We have to do some work but the real 

/necessary work is nowhere near as much as our current 
'ideas of work.We do not need to spend most of our lives 
'making crap,selling crap,organ!zing crap and teaching 
crap for our so-called superiors .We do not need to suffer 
while we make them lazy and rich.They have stolen our 
leisure,our time and our lives.Surely it is time to steal 
it back NOW,

I am twenty four years old;I have been unemployed for 
two and a half years;I’ve done various jobs,my own share 
of slavery and I hated it all.I have few prospects;my 
chances of getting a job are small;(my desires to get one 
are even smaller)and I am not very well off.But,I am 
happy;my time is mine,my life is mine and I have more 
control than most over what I do and how I live.^y 
energies are directed where I want or where I feel is 
useful,not where I am told to direct them.I lead an 
active,fulfilling and happy life.So don’t offer your 
patronising sympathy to this section of the unemployed
because I don’t want to know. >
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I am told that our leaders work towards 
peace and that they abhor war. Yet every 
day more bombs explode in Belfast/the 
people burn inAfganistan and Nicaragua 
and the flies buzz around the corpses in 
Beirut.
I hearcTponce that our leaders strive to 
put an end to the starvation in the world 
and they said human life was priceless. 
And every day they destroy our surplus to 
stabilise our economies,and the innocents 
bloat in the summer sun and the winters 
nights are filled with the cries of death. 
I have been told of our leaders attempts 
to combat poverty.
But from the ghettos who can see their ex
pensive houses and fast cars,and from the 
penthouse suite who can feel the gnawing 
of the frost and who can hear the rats 
scuttling under the floorboards.
I am constantly told tftat this is the ri
ght way to do things,but every day I am 
forced to live to the dictates of some
one elses coldness.
If we look around us we can see the night
mare that governments have thrust upon us. 
Their rhetoric,always full of bigotry and 
contradiction, and hypocracy is aimed at 
convincing us that they are doing a good 
job.The evidence that exposes the lies is 
all around us,empty houses and homeless 
eople,starving billions and men with multi 
millions,
Our leaders talk of peace when war rages 
around the world.
They say they are an essential part of the 
working of society but how can we believe 
them when they lie so much?Could you live 
with your neighbours if there was no Gov
ernment and none of its •unwieldly beaur 
ocracy?or would you rob/rape/murder them? 
The decision is up to you.

_ Starts June
Solstice Weekend

21 -24 June 
-R86- *

r
.......And the young girl, seduced by the bright lights of the

city, found herself overwhelmed by one particular bright light. He promised to show 
her the glamorous road to the top but instead he flung her onto the street which 
could only lead to the bottom

But this isn’t a moralistic tale about corrupted innocence - you 
read enough of that in the ’Sun’, ’Mirror', 'Militant' or other popular newspapers. 
Something else you read about in the tabloids and (though they're more discreet and 
use longer words) the 'quality' Dress is the national obsession with and deference 
to the Ro>al Family. Of course, it's an old anti-monarchist cliche to use the 
metaphor of a manipulative royalty and a bending-over proletariat. However, what 
Willie Hamilton never went on about was how the ways in which the Royal Family stays 
on top are inseparable from the methods and philosophies used by all proponents of 
the State system to confuse, coerce and control the plebs. In short, Princess Di 
Thatcher, Newman, Owen, Steel, Kinnock, Hatton, Scargill - they're all the same 
Don't trust them.

Anyone who witnessed Sir Alastair Burnett toadying after a 
peerage in his interview with Charles and Di, must have been impressed by the duo's 
headline-seeking expertise. The good lady Herself even threw in a guilt-salving 
line about how with so many far mor more important things happening in the world 
she'd rather the newspapers didn't see fit to splash her across every front page 
But this top-drawer, well-dressed pornography is just what's needed to preserve the 
monarchy's status. Good or bad publicity - it still ensures a place for them in our 
minds and in the hearts of a great many. It's processed, unavoidable soap-opera and 
it's there to distort our perspective of the world and its political systems.

Compare this with the continuing poncing about over Liverpool's 
finances. All the talk, on the ndtkxxxkx one hand, about Militant's lonely fight to 
save the city and. on the other, about Militant's single-minded effort to destroy the 
place, is just alarmist propaganda - but it's coming from one original source. Even 
in their most soul-searching moments, Kenneth Baker and Derek Hatton probably don't 
believe that they have the same goal. However, all they're doing is strumming out a 
capitalist funeral dirge, while seeking maximum publicity to make sure the rest of 
us know who makes the decisions and determines our fortunes. If the city's dead, it 
was killed long before Del issued all those redundancy notices (or didn't - you can 
never be certain) and, if it's not, it's no thanks to the politicians. Yet, when 
some inhabitants choose to register their existence with bricks and petrol-bombs, 
the State machine chums out its horror and we have to sympathise, for the sake of 
common decency. But common decency is just something regulated from above.

Anarchism offers no more than a philosophy with which to resist the 
forces which seek to turn everyone into a mass of emotional, ideological, physical 
and mental prostitution, ^hat doesn't sound much in comparison with the glorious 
pronouncements of the assorted Trots selling their wares on the steps of the Student 
Union building. However, they're just ineffectual replicas of the old capitalist 
guard - in a State taken over by the SWP, there'd eventually be a socialist Princess 
Di. They'd use a different approach but we'll end up on the same game.
offers resistance - you can trust only yourself to take things further

of course i ©otfT 
UMTH

CUHAT THEY Mf.

Their, right
SAY IT
DEFEND
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th© police were on the scene

AGAINST 
FASCISM

started appearing, and then 
the Town-Hall to wait for

g from London* This time too they 
widespread opposition from all
Toups.

few weeks before the meeting there 
several cowardly attacks on Asian 
in the local estates, and the

n r

Extreme right-wing groups like the 
National Front and British National Party 
are again coming out of the woodwork and 
onto the streets.

After the mass"MAnti-Nazi League"
demonstrations and riots against the NF in 
places like Southall in the late seventies 
such fascist groups went underground.But 
the last few years seem to have provided 
a chance for consolidation of the splinter 
groups into what have emerged as the two 
main ones,the NF and the BNP.

The amount of fascist Activity has vastly 
increased lately.Central Liverpool is 
plastered with NF stickers,and the city 
was picked last year for a major meeting 
of the BNP.The people of Liverpool were 
outside the St Georges Hotel on this occasion 
and they had to return to London without 
holding their meeting.." 
ist groups are no longer the scattered

wever,the national-

unorganised groups they were a few years 
ago.Last Remembrance Sunday they mustered 
a thousand supporters for a march on the 
Cenotaph, in London.

A week later the NF tried to hold another 
rally in Stockport, with supporters again 
travellin
met with
sorts of i

In the
had been
families ,
purpose of the meeting was obviously to 
provoke further tension in the area.

By noon on the day about 500 anti nazi 
demonstrators had gathered on the steps 
of Stockport Town Hall, where the proposed 
rally was to take place. The police were 
conspicuously absent but the self-appointed 
stewards were doing the police work for 
them.

First we marched through the town-centre 
where the pigs
it was back to
any action.

By ihis time
.. and whi xt. the SWP and Labour Party stood 

on the steps ' ~ the Town-Hall the more 
active, anarchists and others,kept away
from the police cordons.

A small group of skinheaded, flag-carrying 
fascists passed the Town-Hall and were
chased noisily by some demonstrators - those 
that weren’t still standing on the steps - 
and after a short chase they were set upon 
with boots and fists flying. They were

r*
*

11

ashed, with the body work

The NF and other such groups

♦

and glass bottl*. were 

thr®. skinheads pulled 
looking oar. fxapp^L,

pursued upto the railway station where they 
barricaded themselves in the ticket office, 
helped by three pigs and a dog.tae of their 
flags was nicked but was too wot to bum. 
Seokeboabs, bricks 
thrown.

It was then that
up in an expensive
the car tried to pull away , but was savagely 
trashed before it escaped.Windows were put 
in and lights 
severely dented.

Three vans of pigs arrived and people 
scattered with few arrests. 

Baek at the Town-Hall other NF supporters 
had been ferried by the pigs to their 
rally in vans and ambulances. The meeting 
lasted 20 minutes, and was held huddled 
round a tree in the carpark.By this time 
there were horses and rows of pigs.The 
stewards reappeared by magic.

The meeting ended with the pigs surrounding 
the NF and running with them down to the 
station, chased all the way and hailed witter, 
coins and wood.Numerous and quite violent 
scuffles broke out between demonstrators 
and police .We managed to prevent most arrests 
(by the end of the day 12 anti fasoists 
were arrested.)but one woman suffered a 
suspected brocken arm in the crush.

For anti-fascists the day had been a 
great success.Although the NF held their 
meeting, they had to be herded by the police 
and met a hail of physical and verbal 
abuse.Their contact with the general public 
was nil .One mans car certainly wont make 
it to the next meeting!

This though is not enough. We must counter 
fascism wherever it shows its head.Lets tear 
down any NF posters wherever they axe put 
up and we crust embark on an anti-NF graffiti 
campai 
must be kicked off the streets (NF paper
sellers are often in Church St or by Central 
Station on a Saturday).While the racists 
are petrol bombing and the state racists, 
the pigs, are hassling people on the streets 
we cannot afford to stand on the side.

Useful Addresses
Stockport 12 defence fund, (chris y
c/o Manchester Polytechnic Students Union 
Mandela Building,
Oxford Road,
Manchester.

Anti Fascist Action,
P.O. Box 2759
Forest Gate,
London,E7*

Searchlight (anti fascist magazine & research) 
57b New Cavendish Street,
Lohdon^WlM 8JR.
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MICHAEL DAVIS
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Michael Davies is a patient/prisoner in 
Park Lane hospital/prison and he has in 
fact been incarcerated for over two ye
ars. About 6 months ago Michael sent a 
letter off to the Direct Action Move
ment asking to become an associate,as a 
result Liverpool based DAM people began 
to visit him.
Park Lane which is on the outskirts of 
Liverpool and is the most modern prison 
hospital in Britain and one of the most 
secure. A visit to it would leave any-n 
one in no doubt how this corporate and 
uncaring state abuses some people from 
society.
The staff at Park Lane who are euphum- 
istically called nurses are in fact in- 
the Prison Officers Association a point 
which should help those who have not 
yet had a chance to see Park Lane just 
what kind of a 'hospital'it really is. 
Comrades from Liverpool made two visits 
to Michael the last one being on 11-9-85 
after that visit he was pulled into a 
room by two "nurses' and interrogated by 
these thugs magazines brought to him had 
been taken from him and withheld.
The comrades who had visited him had not 
been made aware of this until a letter 
we recieved a few days later.
Below are the more important extracts as 
which should help people to understand a 

^bit more of the situation.
Wear comrades,

On Wednesday 11th of this 
month two members of your group came to 
visit me.After they had gone one of the 
nurses demanded 'who were they then'. 
Since it is unwise to try to hide anyth
ing from the screws here I admitted they 
were two people from the Direct Action 
Movement.The next thing I knew two 'nur* 
ses' had me in a room questioning me. 
What was the Direct Action Movement? 
They were troublemakers weren't they? 
Why had my visitors asked so many ques
tions about the hospital?(obviously the 
screws had been listening to our conver
sation) .
On Wednesday night I had been warned by 
the screws that if they had known who my 
visitors were they could have been kept 
out of the hospital as 'undesirables'. 
If anyone from Liverpool dam comes to 
see me they run the risk of being ques
tioned about their political beliefs 
and banned from seeing me.

Yours Michael Davies

Chandra Ghosh

Unfortunate indeed because with the good 
Doctors absence the 'sharing caring screws" 
the very same people who pose as nurses 
took it upon themselves to escalate these 
most blatant attacks on Michael.

As a result of recieving that letter we 
wrote off to Michael to inquire about 
his welfare and (because of the nature 
of these so-called hospitals)to see if 
his position within Park Lane was being 
put in jeopardy by our visits and letter 
writing to him.

^his replyhwas ai-follows
Dear comrades,

After twelve days I got the 
pamphlets that were brought in.The offi
cial position on visits from DAM members 
is that they will or.will not be allowed 
ccording to what the senior nursing off
icer on duty thinks.My visitors will be , 
vetted.Of course this is quite unaccept
able as far as I am concerned.I'11 be 
complaining to the Mental Health Act Co
mmissioners for a start.If you come and 
re not allowed in I suggest you write to 
the Home Office,and I'll write to the N. 
C.C.L.,etc.,none of this protesting will 
ut me in any jeopardy.Indeed the hospit-. 
al authorities are wary of offfending 
patients who write out and complain.

Yours Michael Davies 24-9-85
Two attempts to visit Michael proved to 
be fruitless :and 2 days after the last 
attempt on 2-10-85 we recieved the last 
communication from him,in that letter 
he said;-

wDear Comrades,
Iheard you were turned aw

ay from the gate this Wednesday.I‘m sor
ry about that. I had to admit you were 
from the DAM because if I hadn’t they 
would have had someone listening to us 
to find out who you were,and once they'd 
discovered you were unauthorised anarch
ists you would have been chucked out and
I would have not been allowed any more 
visitors except my parents'in all proba
bility. (A non - anarchist friend of mine 
was given a grilling by the screws a we
ek ago.
They really have it in for me personnal- 
ly though,ten days ago they stopped some 
harmless peace stuff sent to me.
I have just spoken to my psychiatrist. 
She thinks it would be best if a couple 
of people from DAM come up to the hospi
tal next week and had a chat with her. 
Then she would tell the nurses she had 
seen you and you were O.K. gg

Yours Michael Davies 3-10-85 7/
A letter sent to the consultant pyschi- 
atrist Doctor- Chandra Ghosh was notans- 
wered with the kind of speed which such 
important matters as the denial of the 
very basic human rights experienced by 
Michael warrents.
A phone call got as far as the Doctors 
secretary and no further but the one'con 
cession was that our letter would be”re- 
plied to.
On October 21st the reply came following 

^is the guts of what was written;- 
"Dear DAM,.

Thank you for your letter in 
which I note that you have experienced 
difficulty in visiting Michael Davies. 
Before I authorise visits by you to Mr., 
Davies,I would like to see you.
Unfortunately I am away from the hospital 
until after 21 November 1985.

In the same^period we sent to Michael some • 
magazines ie.,Black Flag,Freedom,etc.,and 
course some correspondence.
We recieved from the hospital authorities 

x/the following little message;-
•"You recently addressed a letter/package to I 

M Davis of Eliot Ward,a patient detained in I 
this hospital.This was opened and the cont
ents inspected pursuint to the provisions r 
f Section 134(4)of the Mental Health Act 19
83. The package and its contents have been 
withheld by the hospital managers in the ex 
ercise of their powersrunder Section 134(2) 
of the said act because in their opinion,it 
was necessary to do so. 1 *
(in the interests of the safety of the pati 
ient)
(for the projection of other persons> 

The hospital managers 30-10-85
what these state thugs do not mention is th 
at they by this harassment and ill-treat 
ment have violated Part IX,Section 127 of 
the very same Mental Health Act 1983.
These people have taken it upon themselves 
to prevent Michael from recieving the visit 
ors of his choice and this is happening at
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I used to love going out, but have 
recently found it increasingly 
*.___ t to socialise as I get very
mbarrassed for no apparent 

.n. My face flushes and I 
so stupid. 1 either walk out 

hide behind my hair and laugh 
m> no reason until the feeling 
oes away, or I get drunk. Now I 

«ave started **<nidno before I gc 
out, and I dread meeting peopl 

*---------- — A A

HEY fellas, fcast your eyes u.. ,:"es and the great bodywork, 
motorbike, find the rider's
ier, too. : ?
Three bcautyX Elke, 20, is* 

on a fantastic sporty. 
are giving away 

Just one

.your fellow ***« — a when he catches si;
Teddyr

dry... -
.4 few weeks ago we published 
>'wo letters from readers 
complaining about the design of 

>coap packets. They said that the 
&ar aboard packets always spilled 
$&nd got soggy during washing. 
^Plenty of readers wrote in too 
fyome helpful solutions, 
tys I. Skinner of Northampton 
Suggested pouring the contents 

1frnto an empty plastic ice-cream 
container. "They stack more 
Easily, too. ” she said.

iayes reader, Mrs E. Worley
l 'mas the answer in putting the 

'/hole pack in a plastic bag or 
ovenng it with clingfilm. And Ms 

Ip. Orange, Leicester suggests 
^asking the local sweet shop for ar 
■ mipty sweet jar for the powder. 
Happy dry washing!
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I s ^PY and contented with my
life ^eing only four foot eleven makes

me miserable. To be honest it used not to, 
but then I heard two women discussing a 

. small woman who looks like a child and1 lives in my town and realised it was me. t
But I’m 31, and I can’t get anything to 

me so I have to wear young peo-’ 
clothes. I’ve got to the pos"
won’t go out with 

people think •’ 
you’ll

~ y---------

even those I know - becauseo 

roblem

I have been taking a benzo 
diazepine anti-anxiety drug fo 

‘ six years. My doctor has j 
changed the prescription to 
cheaper brand, saying I must try7, 
to come off the tablets. I know 
1 would start drinking and 
smoking heavily if I conldn’t rely 

these tablets - can the govern
ment stop my doctor prescribing 

V hem altogether?
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SHEER glamour. Naughty but oh, ao very 
nice.1 That just about sums «P this 
gorgeous Teddy we’re offering without 
suspenders at £7*95 or with suspenders 
at £8*95. And both those prices include 
postal charges I Not a lot to P*y foe 

1 something so luscious. A»*erves
, .:7. b—Vher ***’ *Xrou’te 

man wh»teA® ddy- oven<
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an establishment which the Guardian referr
ed to just recently as one of the more lib
eral and humane establishments of its type 
in this country. ----- —
It is a well known historical/political fa-a 
ct if you scratch a liberal you will soon 
discover a fascistic authoritarian shit, 
m our campaign to secure for Michael what 
are in fact some very basic rights which 
have been denied and in fact taken away fr 
om him.
We have enlisted the help of MIND but we wi 
11 be doing a lot more ourselves but the pr 
oblem is we do not have the expertise that 
may be neededso if you can give us any help 
it will be much appreciated by us.

' You could send messages of support to
Michael Davies,Eliot Ward,Park Lane HOSPITAL
ospitai,Park Lane,Maghull.,LiverpoolL31 1HW. 

| Send letters of protest to
| The Hospital Managers,Park Lane Hospital,PAR 
! Park Lane,Maghull,Liverpool L31 1HW
and/or
Douglas Hurd, (who is theSecretary of State 

.for the Home Department) 50 Queen Anne*s Gate, 
London SW1H 9AT.
*♦*********★♦♦♦****♦♦★*♦*********************

If you have some particular skill which sould 
be useful in this campaign or if you simply 
want to help do not hesitate to contact us;- 

i SOLACE,Anarchist Aid For Prisoners,Box L'DAM 
i 82 Lark Lane,Liverpool 17.
****************** ***************************

When you join the Police, you start to 
work for one of the most demanding 

employers you could ever serveo 
The Stateo

They’ll expect you to turn your 
hand to almost anything o At almost 

any timeo
This is because it’s not a very 

nice State, and there is plenty of 
dirty wo irk to be done if we are to 

keep people in ordero 
It could be interrogating a known 

’subversive’o 
Strike-breaking. Assaulting

picketso
Dealing with a queer.
Arresting a suspected

niggero
Beating shit out of
the Reds at a demo.

Or simply helping a little
old lady across the roado
It’s a complicated life

for a pig®
Whether you’re a man or a

woman, you’ll have to be
responsible, decisive,
intelligent, and able

to write your own name-
If you do decide to apply,

we'll take you. You will have all 
the right attitudes after our 

2-year indoctrination programme.

it is possible

We'll give you a macho set of muscles. 
Over the weeks you’ll get a chance 

to see how each of the different ••
branches of the police operateo 

Some are more popular than others 
others, for instance the SPG. 
A little known fact
we encourage you to

in other areas too.
You will be shown how 

to fuck someone up without leaving 
ruiseso And if you are really lucky 

you will be allowed to have 
your own little machine

gun to keep us in power 
after, for instance, 
a nuclear war.,
Then people will find 
out that we really 
don't give a
toss about their

»t *-

liveso
And we’ll pay you 
well to protect 

our privilegesa 

POLICE

OFFICER
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d either in the 
en and process 
•jning and operating 
osts, covering
■ximentation, plant 

f^nent instructions.

excellent holiday entitlement, contributory 
superannuation scheme and life assurance 
scheme.

Please send a postcard for an appljca&x] 
to:- The Employee Relations Office aiBritis 
Nuc

*4 Office
Mfeurcl St

>K l/)1 
HouseBritish Nuclear i-ueis pic coiiecnveiy nt 

world-wide reputation for technological 
advancement in the provision of nuclear • 
services and in particular Capenhurst Wc 
Chester, enjoys world leader status in un 
enrichment technology, using the gas cei 
process.

We now have a number of vacancies in our 
Operations Department for SHOP MANAGERS 
Shop Managers are em^' 
supervision n# ♦- 
wo*4"

Maccont ttouse.,

Beeclia/nS fhajiweabaxls

Worthing O(
VOesh Sussex

1 must have an
crnd/or corporate membership of 

ppropriate professional Institution in any of the

BH/5 188 y
»anyc « n? more expenencec applicants £10,005 
- £12,170 a year. An appropriate allowance is paid 
for shift duties.

r Fuels pic., Capenhurst, Chester CH 
quoting reference CAPoMMS or telepFi

051-3394101 ext. 2351.
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